UMOC's candlelight dinner

Last Tuesday night UMOC candidates who collected over $100 in contributions were presented with a free candlelight dinner for two at McDonald's in Central Square. David Bowser '78 (half of the Hamps), Leo Harten '77, Mitch Weiss '79 (the Spirit of Transparent Horizons), Geoffrey Baskir '78, Bonnie Mason '79 (Sadie Bilgewater, Headquarters of Surplus Fantasies), Michael Harten '77, Mitch Weiss '79 (Count UMOC), and Michael Bleiweiss '77 (Maxwell's Demon) were unable to attend.

Bill Lasser and Steve Meretzky '79 (Gorilla) were allowed to order as much food as they could eat. Bill Lasser $100 in contributions were presented with a free candlelight dinner for two at McDonald's in Central Square. Dave Bowser '78 (half of the Hamps), Leo Harten '77, Mitch Weiss '79 (the Spirit of Transparent Horizons), Geoffrey Baskir '78, Bonnie Mason '79 (Sadie Bilgewater, Headquarters of Surplus Fantasies), Michael Harten '77, Mitch Weiss '79 (Count UMOC), and Michael Bleiweiss '77 (Maxwell's Demon) were unable to attend. Tablecloths and plastic roses were also provided to set the mood.
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Empire Surplus Fantasies

Caribbean Room
150 Massachusetts Ave.
Central Square
Cambridge

Dec 3 & 4 7:00 pm

Caribbean Food
Succulent Seafood
Natural Drinks
Carribean Steel Orchestra
Music by
Bobby McFerrin
Come Swing & Dine!

CARIBBEAN ROOM SURPLUS FANTASIES

Headquarters
- BOOTS
- PAKAS
- PEACOATS

CENTRAL WAR SURPLUS
425 MASS AVE.
Central Square
Cambridge

RIDICULOUS — to buy a card for a discount!
At the Graphic Art Center
1337 Beacon St.
738-4498
15% discount for students & professionals

FANTASTIC SUPER SALE
$ SUPER SAVINGS $ on drawing, engineering, graphic art equipment and materials, designer samples, factory seconds, overruns, discontinued stock and surplus inventory.

The Graphic Arts Center, Inc.

MIT CONCERT BAND
John Corley, director
Dan Christman '76, oboe
Fall Concert
Saturday, December 4 — 8:30 pm
Kresge Auditorium
Admission FREE

Yesterday's a memory, today's in your hand, make a card for tomorrow. The Graphic Arts Center, Inc. presents the Graphic Arts Center Card for a discount on drawing, engineering, graphic art equipment and materials, designer samples, factory seconds, overruns, discontinued stock and surplus inventory.
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